WPLC user/non-user survey
What is the project or service?
Name and briefly describe it.

Approximately every four years, WPLC conducts a survey of Wisconsin residents,
including users and non-users to collect information valuable in advocacy and planning
efforts. Some identical questions are used across surveys to determine trends over
time. Other questions are unique to each survey.

Expected duration

One time project to be
One time? Or ongoing? Expected time to complete completed within 4-6
months of start date.

Project leader

Impact for library, patrons and community

aPotential obstacles

What are the benefits for us? For them?

Challenges to completing project and/or realizing benefits

For library community:
--Provides information for advocacy
--Provides information for comparisons for planning.
-- Provides information about non-users (important if we want to grow our user base)
For WPLC:
--Raise visibility
--Project beyond the Digital Buying Pool

Assessment strategy - How will we know if benefits have been met?

--Survey is completed.
--Appearance of survey information in newsletters/social
media/other publicity channels
--Reports from libraries of use.
--Provide more detailed case studies from successful uses of the
study and smaller uses which include targeted marketing (featuring
resources like Gale Courses, etc.)
--Number of times survey is referenced outside of library community

Who has overall responsibility for project?

WPLC survey
committee; Stef as WiLS
staff project manager

--Funding
--Community not using the information once survey is
completed
-- Getting over the ‘relevance’ issue. How to prove to
libraries that these results are impactful.

Communication strategy - Internal and external, frequency, purpose

TBD -- see activities below

Required resources - What is needed to complete the project?

Funds, project management and committee time for planning and implementation, communication channels (WPLC, State,
systems); marketing expertise and messaging/materials; tools for making it easy to use the data; materials to present the data;
analysis work

Activities*
What are the major components of the project that need to be completed? Who is in charge of organizing/managing them? What needs to be done first? When will it be done?

Activity

Who is lead?

Time
estimates/dependencies

Notes

Get & review quote(s) for survey work

Find funding partners
Develop/implement plan for promotion/use of information

Work with researcher on questions/process

Tasks *
What are the discrete tasks to be completed in an activity? Who is going to do it? When? Is it completed?

Task name

Related to

Assigned to

Name of specific task

Activity name

Person completing
task

See Smartsheet

Notes

http://publish.smartsheet.com/91bf60e9c0874d48b65ed55
42b8a086c

*You may have more of these than will fit in the lines provided. This template is just to get you started!!
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Review date

Due Date

Date to touch
base

Due date

